LHASA APSO SWEEPSTAKES

GMLAC JUDGE: JOAN LESTER

**LHASA APSOS, SWEEPSTAKES DOGS 6 MOS. & UNDER 9 MOS.**

7  **GMLAC 1.**  SASHHELLIE SUNDANCER RHAPSODY'S WHAT ABOUT BOB. NP36835803. 3/12/14. Brdr: Kathy Hamilton, Marsha Worlton. CH SUNDANCER SASHHELLIE RHAPSODY TRYST - GCH SUNDANCER HYLAN SHOTRU SECRET DAWN. Owners: Kathy Hamilton & Tonia Holibaugh, Tonia Holibaugh.

9  **GMLAC 2.**  MONARCH RUFKINS ADDICTED TO LOVE. NP36307001. 2/3/14. Brdr: Kristine Harrison, Roberta Lombardi. CH FLORAL HILLS VINIMATION - CH MONARCH RUFKINS LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT. Owners: Kristine Harrison.


71 **GMLAC 3.**  RED FOX'S LUCKY, STRIKE IT JARON. NP37287401. 4/18/14. Brdr: Sue Cannimore, Ronny Junkins, David Winslow. GCH RED FOX'S STRIKE IT RICH - JARON'S THAM-B TOPAZ MOONSHINE. Owners: Ronny Junkins, Sue Cannimore.

**LHASA APSOS, SWEEPSTAKES DOGS 9 MOS. & UNDER 12 MOS.**


19 **GMLAC 3.**  HI TIDE FULL SPEED AHEAD. NP36600001. 11/30/13. Brdr: Carla Varney, Nick Varney. GCH HI TIDE CATCH THE SUMMER WIND - CH HI TIDE SMALL KRAFT ADVISORY. Owners: Carla Varney, Nick Varney.

21 **GMLAC 4.**  MING'S GANGNAM STYLE. NP36131401. 10/30/13. Brdr: Cheryl Zink. CH SIN-SA'S BEE LIKE MIKE - CH MING'S ELLA ENCHANTED. Owners: Cheryl Zink.

**LHASA APSOS, SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES 6 MOS. & UNDER 9 MOS.**


GMLAC 2. (*) GALAXY'S BLACK IS BACK AT SAN-DHIS. NP36917504. 3/13/14.
Brdr: Ellen Voss. CH GALAXY'S BLACK HAWK RISING - GALAXY'S SORTA FLIRTY.
Owners: Saundra Devlin, Ellen Voss.

GMLAC 3. RED FOX’S MOONSTRUCK BY JARON. NP37287401. 4/18/14. Brdr: David
Winslow, Ronny Junkins, Sue Canimore. GCH RED FOX’S STRIKE IT RICH - JARON’S
THAM-B TOPAZ MOONSHINE. Owners: Sue Cannimore.

GMLAC 1. BODNATH MAHARANI. NP37130801. 2/20/14. Brdr: Elaine King. GCH
SUNTORY BEASTIE BOY - CH BODNATH RACHEL ALEXANDRA. Owners: Elaine King.

LHASA APSOS, SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES 9 MOS. & UNDER 12 MOS.

GMLAC 1. RIVERVIEW HYLAN SHOTRU OH WHAT A DREAM. NP36336501. 10/25/13.
Brdr: Pauline Naumann, Pat KeenFernandes. GCH HYLAN SHOTRU RIVERVIEW OUR
DREAM - GCH BLACK BOOTS HOTTEST CHICK THERE IS. Owners: Pauline Naumann,
Pat Keen Fernandes.

GMLAC 3. JOYSLYN MLS DAKOTA WINDY WINTER NIGHT MON AMI. NP36263702.
1/16/14. Brdr: Joyce K Johanson, Marsha E Susag. GCH JOYSLYN’S HEARTBREAKER -
CH MLK DAKOTA DANCING IN THE WIND AT JOYSLYN. Owners: LaVonne Bennett,
Joyce K Johanson.

GMLAC 2. JOYSLYN MLS DAKOTA LLANO SASSTACADO. NP36263701. 1/16/14. Brdr:
Joyce K Johanson, Marsha E Susag. GCH JOYSLYN’S HEARTBREAKER - CH MLS
DAKOTA DANCING IN THE WIND AT JOYSLYN. Owners: Joyce Helen Kimzey.

LHASA APSOS, SWEEPSTAKES BITCHES 15 MOS. & UNDER 18 MOS.

GMLAC 1. SUNDANCER SASKIA “LADYBUG FLY AWAY HOME”. NP35003402. 6/14/13.
Brdr: Tom Worlton, Marsha Worlton, Pat Keen-Fernandes. GCH SUNDANCER’S REBEL
SHADOW’S TRYST - GCH SUNDANCER’S HYLAN SHOTRUE LADY SAGE. Owners: Tom
Worlton, Marsha Worlton.

BEST PUPPY 20 . BEST JUNIOR 32 .

GRAND SWEEPSTAKES WINNER 20 .